SPECIFICATIONS:
Typical Input Voltage Range: 10-16VDC @ .305 A
Typical Input Voltage Range: 19-28VDC @ .203 A
Operating Temperature Range: -40°C to 55°C
Connections: 8 inch (min.) wires exiting the unit.
Permanent Mounting: 2 Hole Pattern 4.5"
Classification ECE REG. 10, 10R-037708, E1

Materials: Module Lens: Polycarbonate
Compression Gasket: EPDM Foam Rubber
Mounting Hardware: Stainless Steel
Mounting Bezel: E-Palatable ABS
Mounting Gasket: EPDM Rubber
Well Nuts: Rubber with brass inserts

PRODUCTION SAMPLING
Sampling Rate: Minimum 1 per 6 month period.
Test: EMC per QDOC137, Conducted Spike per QDOC138

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
ANGULAR: ± 2 DEG.
.XX ± .010
.XXX ± .002
.XXXX ± .005
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